Old digital pictures or scanned images of old paper based images tend to have annoying scratches. This effects the overall quality of the image, both quantitively and visually. To remove these scratches and to generate a perfect noise and scratch free image, a novel method is presented in this paper. This approach not only detects scratches in an image but also removes them effectively. The method starts with a scratched digital version of an image then it removes noises after which region of scratch are identified. Filtering is an important step in this proposed method. Here filtering is a two level process after which a specific superimposing method is been applied to reconstruct the scratch and noise free image.
INTRODUCTION
The research on removal of scratches in digital images can be traced back to the Joyeux, Buisson, Besserer and Boukir's work in [1] . They used a method for line scratches detection strengthened by a Kalman Filter, This detector is based on morphological transformations and lot of researchers was done in this area. Francesco Isgro and Domenico Tegolo implemented a method for scratch restoration on a distributed system in [3] , it work as an optimization problem and it is solved by an ad hoc genetic algorithm. But further work needs to improve the fitness function to refine the image restoration. The Experiment of this paper gives a good result. Ruth Bergman, Ron Maurer, Hila Nachlieli, Gitit Ruckenstein, Patrick Chase and Darryl Greig were presented a comprehensive set of algorithm for the removal of scratches from digital images in [4] . They categories those algorithm in several aspects like making soft vs. hard classification of pixels, using local vs. non-local information, and taking advantage of external assistance. Anil N. Hirani and Takashi Totsuka developed an algorithm for noise and scratch removal from image in [5] . Algorithm is based on a novel, hierarchical and prototype based interactive application of the theory of projection onto convex sets (POCS) using a effective closed convex set and projection. They mainly apply frequency and spatial domain constraint in the input image. Kenta Chishima and Kaoru Arakawa used an adaptive median filter with a variant window to removed line scratches in [6] . This is used to detect straight line element around scratches using Hough transform. They used the combination of this filter with scratch detection, film scratches are effectively removed, without making deformation of image components. T. Bretschneider, O. Kao used a technique in [7] , which highlights the physical structure of the scratch to distinguish between an actual scratch and an image feature. It also used the presence of dominant features parallel to the scratch. Here used an iterative interpolation to reconstruct the affected pixels and the convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed for noise remove. Laurent Joyeux, Samia Boukir, Bernard Besserer used a detector and line scratch removal algorithm is an efficient Bayesian technique in [8] . Where the detector is based on an 1D-extrema localization and a Kalman filter. They used a simple polynomial interpolation to reconstruct the low frequencies of the deteriorated areas and higher frequencies using a MAP reconstruction approach. T. Bretschneider, O. Kao and P.J. Bones used the discrete wavelet decomposition technique to remove the vertical scratch in digitized film sequence in [11] . This transformation splits the image into approximation and detail coefficients. The algorithm reconstructs the region of the scratch and finally the synthesis of the wavelet coefficients generates a restored version of the scratched image frame. M.Haindl and S.Simberova also done a research on Scratch Removal method .they used algorithm based on adaptive multidimensional prediction in [12] . Here predictor parameters cannot be directly identified so a special approximation is introduced. Domenico Tegolo and Francesco Isgr`o has presented an application of analysis of the statistics of the grey levels, genetic algorithm in [13] .Here used an approached as an optimization problem to remove the scratches, and it is solved by using genetic algorithm. This scratch detection differs from classical approaches in the use of the distribution of the column variance of the grey levels, which allows a more robust detection. O. Kao, J. Engehausen has presented a novel algorithm for detection and removal of scratches in [14] .They used two-phase approach for reconstructing the destroyed image section without affecting the rest of the image. The first phase include scratch detection based on an adaptive binarisation, the second phase includes luminance smoothing process and application of a modified vector median filter V. Bruni, D. Vitulano, A. Kokaram in [15] has presented a fast and effective algorithm for removing line scratches in old movies. The algorithm uses Weber's law, the experimental results are very satisfying and the image is completely recovered without local artifacts or annoying smoothing effects. Lucia Maddalena and Alfredo Pestrosino in [16] have presented the problem of detecting and removing blue scratches from digital image sequences. They proposed two algorithms firstly BSD (blue scratch detection) for the detection of blue scratches in a digital image and secondly BSR (blue scratch removal) algorithm includes reconstructing corrupted information in the defected area. The Experiment of this paper produces a good result. Robin D. Morris, W. J. Fitxgerald and A. C. Kokaram in [17] has presented the problem of detecting and subsequently removing line scratch in motion pictures. They used a sampling algorithm based on the Reversible Jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Framework which determines the number of line present. The detection algorithm proved accurate in determining the number as well as location of line scratches. Markus Gla, Birgit oller, Anne Zirkel, Kristin Wachter, Stefan Huttelmaier and Stefan Posch present an automatic analysis pipeline detecting scratch boundaries and measuring areas based on level sets in [18] . They extend non-PDE level sets for topology-preservation and use an entropy-based energy functional. By this approach they design segments in every image, and then they used vector machines to identify images showing no scratch. Mehdi Haji, Tien D Bui and Ching Y. Suen we formulate the noise removal and recognition as a single optimization problem in [19] which can be solved by expectation maximization and recognition engine that is trained for clean images. They used fuzzy inference systems in the initialization step of the optimization process. Kyung-tai Kim, Eun Yi Kim defined the texture and shape properties from spatial domain and use these for scratch detection in [20] . There method which involves two procedures. One is divided the input image into scratches and non-scratches using a neural network (NN)-based texture classifier and another is removal of some false alarms by shape filtering using a morphological filter with new structuring elements which based on the shape characteristics of scratches. M. Kemal Güllü, Oğuzhan Urhan, Sarp Ertürk in [25] has presented a paper for detecting and removing scratch for archive film sequences. They proposed a detection which exploits both spatial and temporal information. Spatial information is used to obtain candidate scratch while temporal information is used to verify the coherency of the candidate. Kamon Homkajorn, Mahasak Ketcham, and Sartid Vongpradhip in [26] has presented a paper which involves removing scratches or damages that exists on QR-code. The applied procedure consists of Segmentation by HSV, Dilation, Binary image and noise reduction by Median Filter. The paper is effective and produces good results. Bernard Besserer and Cedric Thire in [27] has presented a paper on detection and tracking for line scratches removal in image. The method they used includes a input projection of each image then 1D-extrema detector provides candidate after that a MHT (Multiple Hypothesis Tracker) uses these candidates to create and keep multiple hypothesis. The proposed method gives good result. Laurent Joyeux, Samia Boukir, Bernard Besserer in [28] has presented a detection and reconstruction approach for removing line scratches from degraded motion picture films. They used kalman filter for tracking the potential lines over the frames after that a new Bayesian restoration technique with both low and high frequencies around and inside the detected deteriorations is investigated which reconstruct the damaged areas. Alexandre Ulisses Silva,Luís Corte-Real in [29] has presented a paper for removing line scratches and blotches from flims or video sequences. they used a method named as digital restoration chain. The basic element in this chain consists of digital encoder, artifact generator, interpolators and quality measurer with each element having a specific function. The algorithm they have used is very fast and effective. Timothy K. Shih, Louis H. Lin, Wonjun Lee ion [30] has presented detection and removal technique of long scratches in Aged films .They proposed a new approach based on two strategies, the strategies are subdivision of video bands and progressive detection in painting. The proposed solution is flexible and more than 86% of the effective defects are detected and removed. Our proposed system which works on digital old images or scanned images of old photographs with visual scratches and various types of noises. The proposed system implements two levels of image filtering. Filtering is the only way found in digital image processing that can remove different types of noises. But to remove scratch generally found filters are not effective. Before removing scratch, the scratch needs to be identified and recognized. Our proposed method identifies and uses a specific superimposing technique to remove scratches from an image. Reconstruction of the image as in a scratch free condition is the objective of this work.
IMPLEMENTATION: 2.1 Flow diagram of the proposed system 2.2 Input Image:
The input image is taken in RGB scale shown in Fig-1.   Fig-1 
Grey Scale Conversions & Resizing:
The input image is converted into grey scale and resized into 256x256 pixels shown in Fig-2.   Fig-2 
Region Of Interest:
The Region of Interest (ROI) has been selected from the acquired image which has been shown in Fig-3   Fig-3 
Enlarging ROI:
The Region of Interest is enlarged shown in fig-4 . Fig-4 2.6 Filtering:
Adaptive Median Filter:
In this step Adaptive Median Filter have been applied to the enlarged image which makes the image smoother and clear which has been shown in Fig-5   Fig-5 
Non-Linier Filter:
Three-phase harmonic filters are shunt elements that are used in power systems for decreasing voltage distortion and for power factor correction. Nonlinear elements such as power electronic converters generate harmonic currents or harmonic voltages, which are injected into power system. It enhances the image smoother as a compared to the previous one shown in 
Superimpose:
The output of the non linier filter is placed on the resized image and the final output image is shown in fig-7 Fig-7
Processing on Selected ROI:
A selected pixel value is taken from the image and placed on the selected ROI pixel and the final output image is shown in Fig-8. 
CONCLUSION
A novel method to remove scratches from an digital image is shown in this paper. The approach is a multi level filtered image reconstruction. The procedure involves Adaptive median filter and non linier filter as a two level filtering approach. Implementing superimposing technique to reconstruct the image in a specified manner, to generate the desired scratch free image. Using superimposing the selected pixels of the original image is placed in the selected ROI. The proposed method produces overall effective visual results. A further work can be carried out to show its effectiveness in old digital videos. 
